
Position 4 Lane Pool 6 Lane Pool 6 Lane Pool 8 Lane Pool 10 Lane Pool

Referee One overall referee One overall referee Meet Referee Meet Referee Meet Referee

May take Order of Finish May take Order of Finish Deck Referee(s) - use Deck Referee(s) - use Deck Referee(s) - use

May do Relay Take-offs May do Relay Take-offs two or three for longer two or three for longer two or three for longer

sessions sessions sessions

Starter One Starter One Starter Starter(s) - use two or Starter(s) - use two or Starter(s) - use two or

May take Order of Finish May take Order of Finish three for longrer sassions three for longrer sassions three for longrer sassions

May do Relay Take-offs May do Relay Take-offs

Admin Official One One Admin Referee Admin Referee Admin Referee 

Admin Officials as Admin Officials as Admin Officials as

needed needed needed

Turn Judges Four - Two at each end Four - Two at each end Six - Three at each end Eight - Four at each end Ten - Five at each end

watching 2 lanes each watching 3 lanes each watching 2 lanes each watching 2 lanes each watching 2 lanes each

May do relay take-offs May do relay take-offs May do relay take-offs May do relay take-offs May do relay take-offs

for freestyle relays for freestyle relays for freestyle relays for freestyle relays for freestyle relays

Stroke Judges Two - one on each side Two - one on each side Four - two on each side Four - two on each side Four - two on each side

Chief Judges Two if available Two if available Four plus a Lead Chief Four plus a Lead Chief Four plus a Lead Chief

Judge, if available Judge, if available Judge, if available

Place Judges Two - Referee & Starter Two - Referee & Starter Two - an "Off" starter Two - an "Off" starter Two - an "Off" starter 

may take Order of Finish may take Order of Finish may do so but at least may do so but at least may do so but at least

or Starter and one Place or Starter and one Place  one separate place  one separate place  one separate place

Judge may do so Judge may do so judge and  an "Off" judge and  an "Off" judge and  an "Off" 

starter are needed starter are needed starter are needed

Dual Meets Championship Meets

Pool Staffing Models



Relay Take-off Two - Referee & Starter Two - Referee & Starter Four - two watcing lanes Eight - one watcing lanes Ten - one watcing lanes

Judges may do so may do so 1-3 - one from the side 1-2 - one from the side 1-2 - one from the side 

and one from the lanes; and one from the lanes; and one from the lanes;

ditto for lanes 4-6 ditto for lanes 3-8 ditto for lanes 3-10

Timers Minimum of four - one Minimum of six - one Minimum of six - one Minimum of eight - one Minimum of ten - one

per lane - eight would be per lane - twelve would per lane - twelve would per lane - sixteen would per lane - twenty would 

better be better be better be better be better

Other Roles As available As available As available As available As available

  Step-in Oficials   Step-in Oficials   Step-in Oficials   Step-in Oficials   Step-in Oficials 

  Relief Officials   Relief Officials   Relief Officials   Relief Officials   Relief Officials 

  Marshalls   Marshalls   Marshalls   Marshalls   Marshalls


